JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. Iconology An ancient wisdom reads, As above, so below, as within, so without. The truth of these correspondences resounds in the words of Jan Biatostocki's classic appraisal of Iconology. His study reflects the genial learning and generosity of a gifted humanist and the tradition of comprehensiveness and moderation that he championed and practiced, enriching the profession of art history. In effect, his view unites ideals of expression and objectivity developed over centuries of scientific and humanistic enquiry.2
Take the bellwether fortunes of the Pasquino [ Fig. 4 ] during the sixteenth century. Annually, this "found object" was restored in stucco and painted for the festival of St. Mark in the Piazza Navona, with a subject alluding to matters currently on everyone's mind in Rome, and it was customarily accompanied by spirited pasquinades, didactic or critical epithets and commentaries adding word to image.13 Restorations-often involuntary confessions of taste, manifested by virtue of their fusions and juxtapositions of old and new-made the norms of Antiquity meaningful, beautiful, life-enhancing to the maker and his recreating ally, the patron or viewer. In the East, character and destiny are charted in horoscopes drafted at birth, implying that we are then and afterward, as the part to the whole, at one with the universe, which as a continuum projects backward and forward in time.15 How much in that infinite and expanding cosmos can we retrieve, predict, or change by will? How much is altered by our acts of observation, our absorbtion, and our attempts at objectivity?
4) Nicolaus
Nothing is more instructive concerning the complex, fragile, and reciprocal nuances of meaning and intention than the life of Mona attempt to discern the comprehensive meanings of a work. In Aristotelian times, the works of man, the poet, were contrasted with nature.25 Greek imagery, based on phantasia (the imagination or enlightenings of psyche) and techne (the mastery of materials and mimesis) springs from a culture with an incomparably inflected language that had no single word for art (Latin ars, making) uniess we use, significantly enough, poesis (making).26 Art history, as an integrated study traveling the high road of iconology and epistomology, examines the phantasia and techne of things in and through time.
Myths of Meaning

What does not teach? From whom can you not learn? What is without meaning?
Since antiquity, Eastem and Western sages have recognized that everything can have meaning in the eye of the beholder-consider the eloquence of paleolithic found objects and industrial readymades. Brahmins still bow to all things and beings.
To Philistines, myths are the fantasies of "others." But poetically these parables and histories give form and meaning to all that is. Since the time of Thucydides, the historian, as such, has given a "modern" secular-philosophical pattern and meaning to events of moment for his people. That work preserves oral (and visual) traditions of religious storytellers, who described the trials and rites of passage in everyday life with instructive myth. Myths, like fables, are lyric metaphors for understanding, and all are true in this light. They reflect a lust for knowing linked to survival, ruled by the brain and now virtually innate patterns of casual thought, which eventually prompts isolation, concominant guilt, and, ultimately, a complementary letting go. However, the seeming chaos of "random" events, 
